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AWARD CITATION 

1. Surname, name and middle name GURO VIKTOR PLATONOVICH

2. Rank Captain

3. Position and unit Commoner of the radio company, 
59 separate signalling regiment.

is recommended for order “PATRIOTIC WAR II CLASS”

4. Birth year 1918

5. Nationality Ukrainian

6. Party membership VKP(b) member candidate since 194

7. Participation in the civil war and later in 
defence of USSR, in Patriotic war

In Patriotic war since 07 July 1942 on Voronezh 
front.

8. Wounds and contusions None

9. In Red Army service since 1937

10. Drafted by which induction station Kiev military commissariat

11. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 Comrade GURO has been serving in the regiment from the day of its 
formation. As the radio company commander, he proved himself as an efficient 
manager, decisive and demanding officer. When the training company was 
organised, comrade GURO was assigned to be the commander due to his all-
round competences and high military culture. He efficiently utilised his assets and 
established effective training and education programs for the cadets. As the result 
of 4 months hard work, completely untrained young women were trained to be 
qualified signals specialists - telegraphists and radio operators. 
 Occupying the office of the radio company commander, comrade GURO 
achieved good combat cohesion among the unit personnel as a whole and among 
the radio crews specifically. He pays special attention to the equipment 
maintenance, which keeps his technical assets always in operational condition. 
 Comrade GURO maintained effective work and training programs for his 
subordinate and himself daily raises his specialist proficiency. Thanks to his 
persistent work, the radio communication link between the front headquarters 
and the subordinate units is always stable and reliable.  
 Comrade GURO deserves state award order “PATRIOTIC WAR II CLASS”. 

Commander of 59 separate signalling regiment 
17 October 1943    Lt. Colonel  signature  /RUDENKO/ 

Re
d 

St
ar
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Conclusion of the superiors

He deserves order “PATRIOTIC WAR II CLASS”

Head of the signalling of the Voronezh front 
Mj. General of signalling corps  signature /NOVINITSKY/

20 October 1943

Conclusion of the Front Military Council

Conclusion of the award commission

Award record 

Awarded with order “RED STAR” by the decree # 207/n issued by 364 rifle “Tosno” 
division on 14 November 1943. 

Head of the 3rd section of personnel department of 1 Ukrainian front 
Major of administrative corps  signature /SAZHIENKO/
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